
Innovative packaging solutions 
from a single source.



Faller Packaging

Together with our 
 customers and partners 
in the pharmaceutical and 
healthcare industry, we 
 develop first-class 
packaging solutions and 
pioneering supply chain 
systems. 

Moving healthcare. Moving you.

We want to make healthcare supply 
easy, safe, and efficient.
Demographic change, digitalisation and increasing individualisation 
and complexity in healtcare: In light of these trends, we are confident 
that  packaging and logistics of medical products require a re-thinking.



Faller Packaging

 � Digitalisation
 – Supply Chain consulting
 – Express delivery of small batches (PackEx)
 – B2B-connection/Vendor Managed Inventory 
(VMI, Supplier managed inventory)

 � Smart Packaging
 � Pharma-serialisation (all standard codes)
 � Security features
 � High-End Finishing
 � Sustainable packaging concepts
 � Compliance and convenience
 � Tamper-evident protection  

(Tamper Evidence)
 � Breakage prevention
 � Documentation (e.g. patient cards or 

removable part labels)

Innovations and solutions

           Faller Packaging at a glance

 � Customised solutions
 � Pharma-serialisation
 � Launch services
 � KIT-supply (Coordinated delivery of all 

secondary packaging from one order)
 � Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
 � OEE consulting (Overall Equipment 

Effectiveness)
 � Digital Supply Chain consulting
 � Sustainable packaging consulting
 � Pre-Packaging service
 � Product trainings (material and manufacturing)

Pharma-Services

 � Fibre based mono-material and recyclable packaging
 � Consulting for the right cardboard quality
 � Optimisation of packaging materials for reduction 

of material and waste
 � Environmentally friendly inlays made from 

renewable raw material/cardboard
 � Special lightweight papers for leaflets
 � Pharmaceutical labels made of different materials
 � Optimised printing inks and varnishes
 � Environmentally friendly delivery

Sustainable packaging concepts

 � Folding Cartons
 – Cut-outs
 – Standard folding cartons
 – Customised solutions

 � Leaflets
 – Unfolded
 – Pre-folded
 – Small folded
 – Outsert
 – Combined leaflets

 � Labels
 – Product feature labels
 – Documentation
 – Multi-layer labels
 – Wrap-around labels
 – Tamper-evident labels (Tamper Evidence)
 – Labels with printable sensors  
(e.g. indicators for temperature or light)

 � Combination Products
 – Folding cartons, leaflets and labels

Products



Labels
1 billion

7 locations

4 countries

Folding cartons
2.8 billion

Leaflets
1.5 billion

*Figures 2021

Faller Packaging

One-Stop Shop
As a true one-stop shop for pharmaceutical secondary 
packaging, we offer everything from a single source: indi-
vidual packaging development, folding cartons, leaflets, 
adhesive labels and combination products of the high-
est quality. We also advise on serialisation and tamper- 
evident protection. Our development department 
is your competent partner for customised solutions 
and challenges. Your advantages are low procurement 
 effort and costs, reliable and on-time delivery as well as 
 unrivalled product excellence.

Customised solutions
Specific and exclusive customer requests require 
 individual solutions. We love a challenge and will create 
a  tailor-made special design for you which is adapted to 
your intended use. Your requirements are our bench-
mark. Thanks to many years of experience as a system 
supplier, you can rely on our creative packaging  expertise, 
even for complex requirements. 

Pharmaceutical labels:
All-rounders for every requirement
Faller Packaging offers a wide variety of folding carton 
and round container labels that are built to last. The label 
designs vary from single- to multi-layer and from perma-
nently adhesive to removable or resealable. You can use 
the different labels for individual product labelling or to 
put more information on your pharma packaging.  Labels 
increase the visual appeal of packaging at the Point of 
Sale (POS), protect against product counterfeiting, and 
guarantee secure tamper evident protection. We will 
 analyse your needs and requirements together with you 
and  jointly develop holistic solutions for your existing and 
future processes. 

More appeal at the POS with High-End Finishing 
Faller Packaging convinces with extensive finishing 
 options for folding cartons and labels – creating packag-
ing designs that stand out at the POS. Choose between 
glossy and matt finishes, special  colours in metallic look 
and high or deep embossing. The perfect combination 

of material and finishing options creates brilliant effects. 
We will also be delighted to advise you on sustainable 
 finishing methods, from the idea stage right up to the 
 final product.

Sustainable packaging concepts 
In today’s pharmaceutical industry, sustainability is 
 increasingly coming into focus – the demand is high for 
 environmentally friendly packaging solutions, such as 
those made of recyclable mono-material. For many years 
now, sustainable management has been a corner stone 
of Faller Packaging’s corporate culture. As a  specialist 
in pharmaceutical secondary packaging, we use only 
 renewable materials such as biodegradable, recyclable 
cardboard and paper for our packaging and leaflets.

We also use cardboard for unique designs with 
 inserts or compartments, enabling our customers to 
 dispense with plastic inlays. Our company has also  
developed recyclable label solutions that do not require 

the usual film laminations and are therefore recyclable. 
Faller Packaging’s consulting service personnel will be 
happy to advise you on sustainable packaging concepts 
and work with you to develop environmentally friendly 
packaging solutions for your pharmaceutical products. 

Digital Supply Chain consulting 
With our expertise in Digital Supply Chain, we opti-
mise your procurement processes. We will analyse your 
data, cluster it, and derive improvements for scheduling 
and capacities, enabling processes to be better under-
stood and coordinated. This reduces the total cost of 
owner ship, enables better forecasting, simplifies quality 
 assurance, and reduces workloads through automated 
processes.Iqui dit omnihit resecus doluptas autemque 
cust, ut mod ut restio. Nit eliquibusa is cora simus.



August Faller GmbH & Co. KG 
Freiburger Strasse 25
79183 Waldkirch
Germany
www.faller-packaging.com
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